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Introduction. Let K be a compact Lie group acting almost effectively
and transitively on a compact manifold M. A Riemannian metric on M is called
.K-normal homogeneous if it is induced canonically from a biinvariant metric on
K. We are mainly interested in classifying normal homogeneous metrics on
compact homogeneous spaces up to homothetical equivalence.
We put foreward our study by meanss of the spectrum and the eigenspaces
of the Laplacian by the following reasons: First, a i£-normal homogeneous
metric has a remarkable property that the eigenvalues of its Laplacian are express-
ed explicitely in terms of the representation of the Lie group K and moreover the
computations may be carried out in a relatively simple manner. Secondly, the
spectrum may give information on the Riemannian manifold which may not be
obtained by the curvatures. For example, although flat tori have vanishing
curvatures, their spectra considerably distinguish the isometry classes of them.
We see indeed that if two Riemannian metrics on a compact manifold have the
same spectrum and the eigenspaces, then they are identical, as is shown in 1
(Lemma 1.1).
In the paper [2], Berger has shown that certain normal homogeneous metrics
on Sn and Pn(C) (n: odd) are not isometric to the ususal ones. In 5, we shall
give some results for compact irreducible symmetric spaces, extending the above
results. In fact, we shall compute certain eigenvalues of the Laplacian and prove
our theorem, using the work of Oniscik on the classification of transitive com-
pact connected transformation groups on compact manifolds. We see then the
following: Let M^=K'jL' be a compact irreducible symmetric space given by the
symmetric pair (K\ U) with a compact simple Lie group K'. Let K be a con-
nected closed subgroup of K' which is transitive on M. Then, a i£-normal homo-
geneous metric on M is isometric to the original symmetric metric if and only if
the linear isotropy representation of L=Kf]L' is irreducible. Moreover, while
there exist several such subgroups of SO{n-\-\) acting on Sn (n: odd), many of the
normal homogeneous metrics of them are mutually homothetically inequivalent.
In 3, we shall consider one parameter families of K-normal homogeneous
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metrics in case K is not simple. We can show that there are uncountably many,
homothetically inequivalent, i£-normal homogeneous metrics on M in this case,
generalizing results of [8], [9] to some extent.
In 4, we shall prove the following: Let M be a homogeneous space of a
compact connected non-semisimple Lie group K'. If the maximal connected
semisimple subgroup K of K' acts on M transitively, then any 2£'-normal homo-
geneous metric on M never becomes j£-normal homogeneous.
For a Lattin letter denoting a Lie group, the corresponding German small
letter shall denote its Lie algebra throughout this paper. All inner products
used in the paper are always assumed to be positive definite.
The auther wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professor H. Ozeki for
his many advices and encouragements and also to Professor M. Takeuchi for
his many remarks and comments.
1. A lemma
Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold. We denote by Δ the
Laplacian acting on the space C°°(M) of complex valued smooth functions on
M. In terms of local coordinates, it is given by
{
 dx>/>
where g = yΣgijdxidx}, (gi'i) = (gij)~1 a n d G — det(gitj). We denote by Spec
(M, g) the spectrum, i.e., the set of eigenvalues of the Laplacian:
Spec(M,£) = {0 = λ
o
< λ 1 < λ 2 < }
and by E
λ
. the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue λt .
L e m m a 1.1. Let (N, g') be another compat Riemannian manifold and denote
by Δ ' and Ex the Laplacian of (iV, gf) and its eigenspace corresponding to the eigen-
value λ respectively. Suppose that Spec(M,*g) = Spec(N, gf). Then, a diffeo-
morphism f: M->N is an isometry if and only if
rE^ = EXi ( i = 0 , l , 2 . . . ) .
Proof. The necessity is obvious. We prove the converse.
Suppose f*Eit = Eλi (i = 0, 1, 2 - ) .
The differential operator y^A'/*'1 acting on C°°(M) coincides with the
Laplacian defined by the Riemannian metric/*#' on M, and its eigenspace
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coincides with/*!?^ for each i. Therefore, we may assume that M=N and /
CO
is the identity map. We know that the algebraic asum E(M)=^E
λ
. is a
ί = 0
dense subspace in C°°(M) with respect to the C°°-toρology. Our assumption
implies that Δ = Δ ' on E(M)> hence we have Δ = Δ \ From the expression (1.1),
we have the lemma.
Here, we remark that if we replace g by eg with a positive constant cy then the
corresponding Laplacian is equal to c~1A. In particular, we have Spec(Λf, cg)=
2. Normal homogeneous metrics and their spectra
We recall the definition of a normal homogeneous metric and a formula to
compute its spectrum. Let K be a compact Lie group and L a closed subgroup
of K such that K acts almost effectively on the homogeneous space M=K/L.
For an AdK-invaήant inner product B on ϊ, we can define a biinvariant Rie-
mannian metric on K which coincides with B on 7 y £ = I . Let m be the
orthogonal complement to I in ϊ relative to J5, so that I = I + m and AdL Tϊ\=vs\.
For X in ϊ, we denote by X* the tangent vector to M at o=L induced from the
infinitesimal action of X:
dt
exptZ o
t=0
The correspondence X\-*X* gives rise to an L-isomorphism between m with
the adjoint action of L and T0M with the linear isotropy action of L, and it gives
an L-invariant inner product g0 on T0M by
g
o
(X*, Y*) = B(X, Y) (X, Fern).
£0 can be uniquely extended to a i£-invariant Riemannian metric on M, which
we denote by g or g(K, B) specifying K and B. Now, let M be a compact homo-
geneous manifold. A homogeneous Riemannian metric g on M is said to be
normal homogeneous if there exist a transitive compact Lie group K acting almost
effectively on M and an JWi^-invariant inner product β on I such that
g=g(K, B). If we specify the tranformation group K and the ^4</iC-invariant
inner product B, g is said to be K-normal homogeneous and is denoted by
g(K,B). We denote by A(K,B) the Laplacian of the i^-normal homogeneous
metric g{K,B).
Let ! be the Lie algebra of a compact Lie group K. We fix a maximal
abelian subaligebra f of f. Since a weight of a finite dimensional representation
of K relative to f has its values in purely imaginary numbers on f, we consider
a weight as an element of \/ — if*, where f* denotes the real dual space of f.
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Fixing a lexicographic ordering on \J — if*, we denote by V
w
(l) or V
w
 an irre-
ducible ϊ-module over C with the highest weight w. In case K is connected,
V
w
(ϊ) is often denoted by VW(K). From an ^Wi£-invariant inner product B on
ϊ, a positive definite inner product on \/^ϊf* is defined in the usual and
denoted by the same letter B. We denote by 8K half the sum of positive roots
of Ϊ®C: δ
κ
~2 2 α.
positive
Proposition 2.1. Z f^ {M,g) be a normal homogeneous Riemannian manifold
with g=g(K, B). Then, we have that
A(K, B) = B(w+28K, w) id. on VJl)
for each irreducible t-submodule V
w
(t) in C°°(M).
Throughout this paper, we consider C°°(M) as a i£-module via
(*./)(*) =f{k~ιx) (k<=K, χ(ΞM and
and consider it as a I -module via
Λ
/(exp (—ί^Q Λj) ( X e ϊ , Λ G M and
* = 0
For a proof, see [9], [13] or [17].
Corollary 2.1. ίZ/zί/ίT //&£ ίαme assumption, we have
(1) #λ= Σ VJ$) for each \<^Spec(M, g(K, B))y where the summation runs
over all the irreducible l-submodule V
w
(ϊ) of C°°(M) with \=B(w+28Kj w).
(2) Spec(M,g{K, B))= {B(w+2δ
κ
, w) V
w
dC~(M)\ .
Next, we remark some effects on K-norm.°A homogeneous metrics caused
by the change of J^-action by a diffeomorphism of M=K/L. We assume
that the .ΛΓ-action on M is effective, and consider K as a subgroup of the diffeomor-
phism group Diffeo (M). Suppose that there is given a diffeomorphism / of
M with f(o)=o. Then, the homomorphism F from K into Diffeo(M) defined by
F(k)=f ~ιkf{k^K) gives rise to a new transitive action of K on M. We set
R=F(K). For an ^4rfi£-invariant inner product B on ϊ, we can define an
inner product B on f such that JF*: ϊ-»ΐ becomes an isometry:
B(F*X, F*Y) = B{X, Y) (X.Yel).
Then, B is ^4J^-invariant.
Lemma 2.1. (1) Under the above situation, we have
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(2) Moreover, suppose that R=K and Bis invariant under any automorphism
of ϊ. Then, we have g(R, B)=g(K, J5), andf is an automorphism of (M,g(K,B)).
Proof. We first remark that if we set J=F # (I) and m=F*(tή), then ΐ is the
Lie algebra of the isotropy subgroup of R at o and m is the orthogonal com-
plement to ϊ relative to B. For an arbitrary i G t t i , we have
/^expt * ./(*)
Thus, we have
g(E,
= B(X, Y)
= g{K>B){XiY) ( I J e t π ) .
Hence, we obtain g(R, B) =f*g{K,B) at o G M . Since both g{Ry B) and
f*g(K, B) are .^-invariant, they coincide on M. Under the assumptions of (2),
we have easily Ϊ = I, m = m and B=B. Thus, we get g(R, B)=g{Kt B).
In general, two different i£-invariant metrics on a homogeneous space
M=K/L may be isometric to each other. We consider some conditions on
i^-invariant metrics to avoid such troubles. For a Riemannian manifold (M,g),
we denote by I s o ^ ^ ) and Iso° {M,g) the isometry group of (M,g) and its
identity component respectively.
Let {gt} be a family of ^-invariant metrics and g' a i£-invariant metric on
M=K/L.
Condition (A):
(^ 4,1) gt is a K-normal homogeneous metric g(K, Bt) on M. The family
{Bt} is stable under any automorphism of ϊ.
(A,2) K is a connected subgroup of K'=Iso(M,g), and for any subgroup
K" of K'y which is transitive on M and isomorphic to K, there
exists an inner automorphism of K! which transforms K" to K'.
Lemma 2.2. Under the condition {A)y if (M,gf) is isometric to (M,gt) for
some 1, then gf coincides with gtr for some t' as tensor fields on M.
Proof. Let / be an isometry from (M,g') to (M,gϊ). Then we see
f~1Kf(Zlso(M, gr). By (A,2), we may assume f~1Kf=K and f(o)=o9 as is
easily seen. Then, by Lemma 2.1, we have g'=f*gt—gt' f°r some t'.
REMARK 2.1. The condition (A,2) is fulfilled in the following cases:
(1) The identity component of the isometry group K' of (M, gf) is locally
isomorphic to one of the groups SU(ή) (w^2), SO(2n+l) and Sp(ή).
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(2) The isometry group K' of (M,gf) contains a subgroup isomorphic to
Pin (2ri)fD and the identity component of Kr is isomorphic to Spin(2w)/Z), where
D is a central discrete subgroup of Spin(2n) (w^3).
(3) K is a connected subgroup of Kf=Iso(M
ί
gf) such that
(a) lf = ϊ θ ϊ " (direct sum of ideals),
(b) there are no Lie algebra homomorphism from ϊ to I" except the
trivial one.
If the identity component of \so{M}gr) is compact .simple Lie group of excep-
tional type, then it contains no proper connected closed subgroup K which acts
transitively on M.
See [6] and [10]. It is easy to see that the condition (A,2) is fulfilled in the
case (3).
REMARK 2.2. Let K be a compact Lie group acting almost effectively and
transitively on M. We denote by K the group of transformations of M induced
from the elements of K. Then, a Riemannian metric on M is 2?-normal homo-
geneous if and only if it is i£-normal homogeneous. We often consider a K-
normal homogeneous metric on M as a X-normal homogeneous one.
3. Variations of normal homogeneous metrics
Let K be a compact connected Lie group acting almost effectively and
transitively on M. If K is simple, then the -fiΓ-normal homogeneous metrics
are mutually homothetically equivalent, i.e., isometric to each other up to a
positive constant multiple. In this section, we assume that K is compact con-
nected and not simple, ϊ = ϊ'φϊ/ / (ϊ', I": non-zero ideals of ϊ). Let B' and
B" be inner products on ϊ' and I" respectively invariant under the adjoint
representations. Let B
st (s}t>0) be the AdK-invariant inner product on f
defined by the following relations;
(1) B
s
β',l") = 0,
(2) B,
ιt\rxf = S'B',
(3) B,tt\r,xr, = t-B".
Lemma 3.1. Under the above situation, there exist continuous positive
functions s(r) and t(r) (0<r< oo) satisfying
(1) t(r) (resp. s(r)) is monotone decreasing (resp. increasing) in r,
(2) s(r)lt(r)=r,
(3) the one parameter family g
r
=g{K,B
s
^
r
)^
r
)) of K-normal homogeneous
metrics is of constant volume in r.
Proof. We set M=K\L. Let tn
s>t be the orthogonal complement to I
relative to B
st. We put tn=tn 1 1 and g = g{Ky BM). Let Xly —,Xn be an
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orthonormal basis of m with respect to B1Λ\mxm. We set X={X\ X") for any
X<ΞΪ,where X = X/+X// ( Z ' G Ϊ ' , Γ e f ) . We set Xiat = (tXί, sX'/) for
i = l , ...,», where X, = (X'h XV) (/= 1, ..., n). Then, { X w > •••,*,.,,,} be-
comes a basis of m
s
 „ as is easily seen. We compute the volumes U(sy t) and
V{s, t) of the rectilinear parallelopiped in TJ\d spanned by the vectors X\tStt*>
•••, X
ntSft* relative to the inner products g and g(K, Bst) respectively. We put
a
u
( * , t) = B1Λ(XitS>t, Xj)
= t.B'{X'i3 X'ύ+s-BTiXi',, XY), (ί = 1, -., n).
Then, we have
Xi,
s
,t = Σ fl, X*, *)*,+ ^ . ( ^ e l ) , (i = 1, » , n).
Hence, we get
^...* = Σ«,./*, O -ϊf (*" = i. -.»)
Since {X*, •• ,Xί} is an orthonormal basis of (T0M,g), we have
U(s, t) = det (
αiJ(s,t)).
On the other hand, we have
since (mf>(, B.^x^^TJiίrgiK, Bst)) is an isometry. Here, we have
B^Xt^, XJt,tt) = sB'(tX'h tXfi+t B'XsXV, sX'/) = stα^s, t).
Therefore, we see that U(s, t)—V(s, t) if and only if
Now, we set b' = (B'(Xί,X^) and V' = (B"(X',f, X'/)). By the definition,
b'J
r
b"=\
n
. Take an orthogonal matrix P which diagonalizes b'. Then, P
simultaneously diagonalizes b".
(e[ 0\ le[> 0\
'Pb'P=[ ••. , tPb"P=\ •-.
\0 e'J \0 «ί'
Devide the both sides of (*) by f and we get
(••) Π (e'i
where r—s\t.
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Thus, to prove the lemma, it suffices to put
f ψ Ί r and s = tr .
It is obvious that the continuous functions s(r) and ί(r) satisfy the conditions
(2), (3). If we show that one of eί, •••, e'
n
 is not zero, we complete the proof of
the lemma. Suppose ^ = 0 for ί = l , ••-,#. Then, m must be included in ϊ "
and hence I contains f'. This contradicts the assumption of the almost-effectivity
of the iC-action.
By Cor. 2.1, we get easily the following
Theorem 3.1. Let K be a compact connected non-simple Lie group acting
almost effectively and transitively on a compact manifold M. Then, there exists a
one parameter family g
r
 of K-normal homogeneous metrics on M satisfying the
following conditions:
(1) vol(M,g
r
) is constant in r.
(2) For each r
o
>O, there exists a positive number h such that g
r
's are not
isometric to each other if |r—r01
REMARK 3.1. This theorem partially generalizes the results of [8], [9]
to some extent. Let K' be a compact connected Lie group acting almost
effectively and transitively on a compact manifold M=KfjLr. Suppose that the
linear isotropy representation of the isotropy subgroup L' contains a trivial
representation. Let ttt' be the orthogonal complement to Γ relative to an
AdK'-invariant inner product B' on ϊ'. Take a linear subspace f' of the L'-
trivial part of m' such that f becomes a subalgebra of ϊ ' in itself. Let H be
the closure of the connected subgroup of Kr corresponding to f'. Then, we see
that K'xH acts on M almost effectively, in the following way since H cen-
tralizes U (cf. [18]).
(k\ hyxU = k'xh'ιU (k\ X<EΞK' and Aejff).
Then, by the above theorem we see that there are uncountably many, homotheti-
cally inequivalent, K' X ϋf-normal homogeneous metrics on M, which are
obviously i^'-invariant metrics on M. (Cf. [8], [9].)
4. Normal homogeneous metrics on compact homogeneous spaces
of compact non-semisimple Lie groups
Let K' be a compact connected non-semisimple Lie group acting effectively
and transitively on M. Let 3 be the center of Γ and ϊ the semisimple part
of f'. We denote by K the connected subgroup of Kr corresponding to the
subalgebra f of ϊ'. Then, the decomposition
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is orthogonal with respect to every ^.K'-invariant inner product β on ί'. As
we have shown in 3, there are many i£'-normal homogeneous metrics on M.
However, we have the following
Theorem 4.1. Let K' be a compact connected non-semisίmple Lie group
acting effectively and transitively on M, M=Kr/Lfy and K be the maximal con-
nected semisίmple subgroup of K'. Suppose that the K-action on M is transitive.
Then, any Kf-normal homogeneous metric on M never becomes K-normal homo-
geneous.
Corollary 4.1. Under the same assumption, if K' coincides with the identity
component of the isometry group of a Kf-normal homogeneous metric gr then any
K-normal homogeneous metric on M is not isometric to gf.
To prove the above theorem and its corollary, we prepare a lemma.
We retain the notation in 2.
L e m m a 4.1. Under the above situation, we have the following: (1) Let
VW(V) be an irreducible V-submodule of C°°(M) such that Vw(V)=Vaκl)®Vb(%).
Suppose that the K-action on M is transitive. Then, w=0 if and only if a=0.
(2) Let VW(Γ) be an irreducible V-submodule of C°°(M). Then, C°°(M)
contains an irreducible V-submodule isomorphίc to Vkw(V) for each /ί= 1, 2, ••-.
(3) There exists an irreducible V-submodule VW(V)=Va{ΐ)®Vb{%) with a φ O
and b φ θ .
Proof. (1) If the inaction on M is transitive, then the largest trivial K-
submodule of C°°(M) consists of constant functions on M. From this, we get
(i)
(2) Let / b e a highest weight vector of VW(V). f does not vanish at some
X^LM. Then, we see easily that/* is a non-zero function on M belonging to a
ϊ'-submodule of C°°(M) which is isomorphic to Vkw(V).
(3) Suppose that for any ϊ'-irreducible submodule V
w
(V)=V
a
(ΐ)®Vb(%)
of C°°(M) we have b=0.
Then the J-action on C°°(M) becomes trivial. This contradicts the assumption
of the effectivity of the i£'-action on M.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Suppose that a ^'-normal homogeneous metric
g'=g(K'y Bf) on M coincides with a i£-normal homogeneous metric g=g(K, B)
on M. Let VW(V)= Va(ΐ)®Vb$) be an irreducible ϊ'-submodule of C°°(M)
with <zφθ and όφO. Seeing the eigenvalues of the Laplacians on Vkw(V)> we
have
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B'(kw+2δ
κ
, kw) = B(ka+Z8K, ka) (k = 1, 2, •••).
By the facts B'(%, ϊ )=0 and 8K'=δκ, we have
f B\a, a)+B'(b, b) = B{a, a) ,
{ B'(SK, a) = B(BK, a).
Here, we have B'(a, a)IB'(δ
κ
, a) = B(a, a)IB(8Ky a). This comes from the
following observation. Put Bι=Br and B2=B. Let ϊ l f f , •••, !Γ f l be the simple
factors of I such that each pair of them are orthogonal relative to B' ( ί = l , 2).
Ϊ = Ϊ M Θ ΘΪ,,, (« = 1,2).
We set a=alti-{ \-arj according to the decomposition, where Va(ΐ)=Vaiti(ΐlti)(B)
"'®Va
r
,βr,i) (*=1, 2). We may assume that ϊy>1 is isomorphic to lj2 (j=l, •••, r)
and moreover the coefficients of ajλ relative to a fundamental system of weights
of ϊ ; j coincide with those of aj>2. On the other hand, the retriction of Bx to
lj i X lj i coincides with the Killing form of ϊy { up to a negative constant multiple
for ί = l , 2 a n d / = 1 , •••,/-. Then, we get easily our assertion.
Now, from (*), we get b=0. This is a contradiction.
Proof of Corollary 4.1. We next assume that Kr coincides with the identity
component of the isometry group of a i^'-normal homogeneous metric gf.
Suppose there exists a i£-normal homogeneous metric g=g(K, B) on M
isometric to g'. Let / be an isometry from {Myg') to (M,g) with f(o) = o.
From the assumption, we have K—f~ιKfdKr, Thus, R coincides with K.
Hence, B defined in 2 is also ^4ώf£-invariant. By Lemma 2.1, f*g is K-
normal homogeneous, which contradicts the above theorem.
REMARK 4.1. If the fundamental group of M is finite, then as is well known,
the inaction on M is transitive. (See [10] or [15].)
5. Normal homogeneous metrics on compact irreducible sym-
metric spaces
Let K' be a compact connected simple semisimple Lie group and M=K'jLr
a compact irreducible symmetric space with a compact symmetric pair (K', Lr).
In this section, we study i^-normal homogeneous metrics on M for all the
connected subgroups K of K', which are transitive on M.
We mention some results of Oniscik [10], [11] which describe compact
connected transformation groups acting transitively on the spaces under our
consideration.
Theorem (Oniscik). Let Kf be a compact connected simple semisimple Lie
group and M=K'jLf a compact simply connected irreducible symmetric space with
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a compact symmetric pair (K\ U). We assume the K'-action on M is effective.
(1) Any compact connected Lie group of transformations of M which contains
Kr, coincides with K'.
(2) (a) case of rank 1.
Suppose that M is of rank 1. Then, every compact compact con-
nected Lie group of transformations of M is conjugate to one of the
following by an inner automorphism of Dίffeo (M):
M=Sn; SO(n-\-ί) with the usual action, and its subgroups
SU(m), U{m) (n = 2m-ί, m^
K3,K4,Sp(m) (n = 4m-l, m^
where K3 and K4 denote the quotient groups of Sp(m)χSp(l) and
Sp(m)χ U(\)by certain discrete subgroups of them,
Spin(9) (n = 15),
Spin(7) (n = 7),
G2 (fi = 6 ) .
M=Pn(C); SU(n+ί) with the usual action and its subgroup
Sp(m) (n = 2m-1, m^2), (Cf Remark 2.2.)
M=Pn(H); Sp(n+1) with the usual action. (Cf Remark 2.2.)
M= Cay ley projective plane; FA with the usual action,
(b) case of rank ^  2.
Except the following cases, every subgroup of K' which acts transiti-
vely on M, coincides with K'.
( i ) M^SU^ή/Spin) (n^2): The subgroups SU(2n-l) and
S(U(l)xU(2n—l)) act on M transitively.
(ii) M==^O(2ή)IU(τή (n^3): The subgroup SO(2n-\) acts on M
M transitively.
(iii) M=Q\C)=SO(7)ISO(2)xSO(5): The subgroup G2 acts on
transitively.
(iv) M=SO(8)ISO(3)xSO(5): The subgroup Spin(7) acts on M
transitively.
Moreover, in the last four cases, every compact connected proper
subgroup of Kr which is transitive on M is conjugate to one of the sub-
groups listed above by an automorphism of K'.
In the following, we freely use the convention of Remark 2.2.
Our result is the following
Theorem 5.1.
Spheres: (1) Let n=2m-\ (m^2). Let gOy gλ and g2 be SO(n+l)-, U(m)-
and SU(m)-normal homogeneous metrics on Sn respectively. Then, any
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pair of them are mutually homothetίcally inequίvalent. Moreover,
Iso°(Sn,g2)=U(m).
(2) Let n=\m—\ (m^2). Let g3y g4 and g5 be K3-> Kcand Sp(m)-
normal homogeneous metrics on Sn respectively. Then, they are not of
constant curvature. Moreover, any pair of g
o
,gly "*,g5 except the pair
(gi,g4) are mutually homothetically inequίvalent. In addition, we have
Iso°{S\g3)=Kz.
(3) Any Spin(9)-normal homogeneous metric on S15 is not of constant
curvature.
(4) Every Spin(7)-normal homogeneous metric on S7 and every G2-
normal homogeneous metric on S6 are of constant curvature.
Complexprojective spaces:
(5) Let n=2m—l (m^2). Any Sp(m)-normal homogeneous metric
on Pn{C) is not homothetically equivalent to the Fubini-Study metric.
SU(2n)ISp(ή): (6) Any S(U(ί)xU(2n-ί)) or SU(2n-ί)-normal homogeneous
metric on M= SU(2ή)ISp(n) is not homothetically equivalent to
the symmetric metric on M.
S0{2n)jU(n): (7) Any S0(2n — l)-normal homogeneous metric on M =
S0(2ri)jU{ri) is homothetically inequίvalent to the symmetric me-
tric on M.
Q\C): (8) Any G2-normal homogeneous metric on Q\C) is not homothe-
tically equivalent to the symmetric metric on Q\C).
SO(8)ISO(3)xSO(5): (9) Any Sρin(7ynormal homogeneous metric on M=
5O(8)/SO(3) X 50(5) is not homothetically equivalent to the sym-
metric metric on M.
REMARK 5.1. In cases SAm~ι and SU(2ri)jSp{n), we can say nothing about
whether g
λ
 and g4y or an S(U(l)x U(2n—1))-normal homogeneous metric and
SU(2n—l)-normal homogeneous one are mutually homothetically equivalent or
not.
REMARK 5.2. The linear isotropy representation of the isotropy subgroup
of Spin(7) (resp. G2) acting on S7 (resp. S6) is irreducible (see [2]). Hence in
particular, we see the following fact: Let K be a compact connected subgroup
of Kr acting transitively on M=K'\L'. Then, a i£-normal homogeneous
metric on M is isometric to the symmetric metric on M up to a positive constant
multiple if and only if the linear isotropy representation of the isotropy sub-
group of K is irreducible.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. In the following, we adopt the notation of Bourbaki
[4] for the terms of the representation theory. However, for the convenience
for typing, we write a, w in place of α, -or respectively.
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Case Sn.
We consider Stt as the unit sphere in the Euclidean space Rn+1. Let Sik be
the vector space of homogeneous harmonic polynomials on Rn+1 of degree k
with coefficients in C and Hk the space of real polynomials of Mk. We often
identify Jίk with the complication of Hk. We know that Jίk and Hk are
irreducible *SΌ(/z+l)-module over C and R respectively and that the restric-
tion map of Mk (resp. Hk) to Sn is one to one (cf. [3] or [13]). We frequently
identify Mk and Hk with their images under the above maps. Then, as is well
known, the spectrum and the eigenspaces of the Laplacian of the unit sphere
Sn are as follow (cf. [3] or [13]):
Spec (the unit sphere Sn={k(k+n— 1); k = 0; 1, 2, •••} ,
(5.1)
Now, let K be a subgroup of SO{n-\-\) acting transitively on Sn. After
decomposing Jίk into i^-irreducible sumbodules, we can compute the spectrum
and the eigenspaces of the Laplacian of Sn with a X-normal homogeneous
metric using Proposotion 2.1.
( i ) case n = 4in—l9 K = K3y K4 or Sρ(m).
We consider Sn as the unit sphere in Hm (H={a+bi+cjJ
r
dk] a,b,c,d^R}
quaternion field) and Sp{m) as the group of matrices A£zM
m
(H) such that
A* A = l
m
. Let U(l) denote exclusively the subgroup of Sp(l) consisting of
complex numbers of modules 1. Sp(nί) acts on Sn transitively by matrix multi-
plication and an element h^Sp(l) transforms each vector in Sn into a vector in
Sn by the right multiplication of h~ι. Thus, Sn is an almost effective homo-
geneous space of Sp(m)χSp(l). Let wl9 w2, •••, wm be the fundamental weights
of Sp{m) relative to the simple root system a
u
 a2y ~,am as in Bourbaki [4]
( o o o< o ) and w[ the fundamental weight of Sp(\) relative
a
λ
 a2 am
to the simple root system a{. Let w0 denote the weight of [/(l)-module Cwith
the standard action of C/(l).
We decompose Mι and Jί2 into i^-irreducible submodules as follows.
Let / , / b e the linear transformations of Hm defined by the right multiplications
of i, j respectively (iJ^H). The Sp (tfz)-action on Hm commutes with / and
/, and hence in particular, (Hm,I) becomes an 5p (m)-module over C by the
complex structure /, which is denoted by JHΓf. In the decomposition
Hm ® C = V+ Θ V" (V±: ± V^^ϊ eigenspaces of I respectively),
we have a canonical isomorphism V+^H?, and since IJ=—JIyJgives rise to an
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w)-isomorρhism between V+ and V". From the definitions, each element
(l) operates on V+ (resp. V~) as the scalar multiplication by h (resp. hΓι).
On the other hand, we have H1=Hm as Sp(m)χ Sp (l)-modules over R, since
the 5/>(m)χ5£>(l)-actions are orthogonal. Thus, we get
(*) Jίι=VWi+w{ as Sp(m)x Sp (l)-modutes.
We next decompose M2. From (5.2), we have
S\MI) = sχ
where S2 denotes 2-nd symmetric tensor power and the symmetric tensor product
in Mι®Mι. This splitting !is the decomposition of S\Mι) into the weight
spaces of £/(l), i.e., an element h^U(l) acts on each component by h2, h~2, 1
respectively. Although both S2(V+) andS2(F~) are irreducible Sp(m)-modu\es
(cf. [16]), V+ V~ decomposes as follows: Since both V+ and V are isomorphic
to H? as 5p(w)-modules, we have
V+ V « S2(HT) ®Λ2(H?),
where Λ2 denotes the 2-nd exterior power. We denote by S and Λ the subspaces
of V+-V- corresponding to S\H?) and K\H?) respectively. The Sp(m)-
module Λ splits into the direct sum of its submodule isomorphic to VW2 and
the one dimensional trivial submodule spanned by the "symplectic form".
Thereby, we see easily that
S\Mι) = S2(V+)®S2(V-)®S®VW2®C as
as Sp(m)X5>(l)-modules,
where V2wi+2wfi=S2(V+)®S2(V~)θS and C denotes the trivial module. Since
2
 as 6Ό(n+l)-modules, we have
(**) M2 = V2wl+2w[®VW2 as 5/>(m)χ5p(l)-modules.
From (*), (**), we see easily the decompositions of Jί1 and Si2 into Sp(m) X U(l)~
or 5p(m)-irreducible modules. To compute the eigenvalues of the Laplacian
A(K, B), we normlize B as follows:
In case K=K3,
B{aly ax) = 2 .
We put B(a[, a[) = \t (f>0) and set Bt = B.
In case K=K4,
B(a1} ΛO = 2 .
We put B(wOf w0) = t (>0) and set Bt = B.
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In case K=Sp(tri),
Every ^4<iK-invariant inner product on I is obtained from the above B or Bt
by a certain positive constant multiple and invariant under any automorphism
of ϊ for K=K3 or Sp(m). In case K=K4y the family of ^4</i£-invariant inner
products on ϊ is stable under any automorphism of ϊ.
In the following table, we list the iC-irreducible decompositions of Sίλ and
M2 and the eigenvalues of the Laplacian on each component.
Table 1.
<w = vWi+w,(K)
2m-l+3t (K
2m-ί+t 2m-ί+t (K
= VWί(K) θ VWl(K)
2m-\ 2m-\ (K=Sp(m)).
= V2Wi+2w,(K)®VW2(K)
4m+St 4m (K=K3)y
= V2Wl+2wo(K) θ V2Wi(K)®V2Wi_2WQ(K) θ VW2(K)
4{m+l)+4ΐ 4(w+l) 4(m+l)+4* 4m (K=K4),
= V2Wi(K)®V2Wi(K)®V2Wι(K)®VW2(K)
4w (K=Sp(m)).
In this and the forthcoming tables, the number below a X-irreducible
module denotes the eigenvalue of A(K, B) on that submodule of C°°(M).
(ii) case n = 2m— 1 , K = U(m) or S£/(m).
We consider Sn as the unit sphere in Cm. The goups U(m) and SU(m) act on
*S* transitively in the usual way. Let wOy wly ~-9wm-i be the fundamental weights
of U(m) so that wly •• ,wιw_1 are the fuudamental weights of SU(m) and the
highest weight of Cm with the standard action of U(m) is WQ+W^ Our AdK-
invariant inner product B on ϊ is assumed to be normalized as follows:
In case K— U(m)y
B(aly a,) = 2 .
We put B(w
oy w0) = t (t>0) and set Bt = B .
In case K=SU(m),
B(alyax) = 2.
In this case, if1 is isomorphic to HomR(Cmy R) as t/(m)-modules over Ry (R is
considered as a trivial module). We have
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Mι = Cm®(Cm)* as £/(tfz)-modules over C.
Since the [/(w)-module Cm®{Cm)* is the direct sum of V
w
+Wm_χ and the one
dimensional trivial submodule C, we have
S\M1) = sxcηωsxicηηev^^ec
as t/(tfz)-modules. In the right hand side of the above decomposition, each
component is [/(m)-irreducible
The *S[/(m)-irreducible decompositions of Mι and 3L2 are obtained from
the above decompositions.
In the same way as before, we get the following table.
Table 2.
Θ v9m^4K)
(m-l)(m+ί)t
m m
(m-l)(m+l) (aι-iχιii+1) (K=SU(m)),
m m
= V2W1+2WO(K) θ V
m m
= V2Wi(K) θ V^JK) θ VWi+Wm
2(ifi-l)(ιιι+2)/ifi 2(«-l)(ifi+2)/ιιι 2m (K=SU(m)).
(in) case w = 15 , i£ = Spin (9).
The inclusion map of Spin(9) into 50(16) is given by the spinor representation
whose complexification is a Spin(9)-irreducible module with the highest weight
w4 (cf. © o o > o ). The weights of Fίt,4(Spin(9)) may be obtained
by transforming wA under the Weyl group of Spin(9). Thereby, seeing the
weights of 52(Ftt;4(Spin(9))), we get
cΛ
2
=Γ
a ί 4(Spin(9))ΘΓW l(Spin(9)) as Spin (9)-modules.
Then, we have
Table 3.
Δ (Spin (9), B) = I
V F K h
 ' \\6B(a1>ai) on VWχ (Spin (9))cC"(M).
(iv) case K = 7, K = Spin (7).
The inclusion map of Spin(7) into SO(8) is given by the spinor representation
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whose complexification is an irreducible Spin(7)-module with the highest weight
w3 (cf. o Q 4 = : O ) , Therefore, we have Mx= VW3 (Spin(7)) as Spin(7)-
a
x
 a3
modules. For each k, Mk includes Vkws (Sρin(7)). From (5.1) and the formula
of Weyl, comparing the dimensions of Mk and FAίί>3(Spin(7)), we have Mk=Vkwz
(Spin(7)).
Table 4.
^B(a
u
 a2)k(k+6) (k = 0,1, 2, . . . ) .
o
(v) case n=6, K=G2.
The inclusion map of G
x
 into 50(7) is given by the real representation of
G2, whose complexification is an irreducible G2-module with the highest weight
w1 (cf. o <( °). In this case, we get similarly the following
a
x
 a2
Table 5.
Mk = VkWi(G2)
B(aliaι)k{k+S) (k = 0,1, 2, . . ) .
REMARK 5.1. In the last two cases, the linear isotropy representations of
the isotropy subgroups of Spin(7) or G2 are both irreducible, according to [2],
From these facts, the assertion (4) of Theorem 5.1 can be obtained. In the all
cases above, the family of ^4</K-invariant inner products on ϊ is stable under
any automorphism of ϊ.
Now, from Table 1-3, we see by Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.1 that g
u
 g2y •••,
£5 are not of constant curvature. We shall observe gl9 "'yg5 in more details.
Note that if a Riemannian metric on a sphere Sn has the isometry group of dimen-
sion \n(n-\-\)> then^ is of constant curvature. Thus, we have Iso°(Sn,g1)= U(m)
(n=2m—l) and Iso°(Snyg3)=K3 («=4m—1) by the theorem of Oniscik. In
particular, we see that g
λ
 and g2 are homothetically inequivalent to each other by
Cor.4.1. In case n=4/w— 1, the inclusion relations among our groups are given
as follows:
U(2m) 3 SU(2m)
U U
K3( « Sp(m)xSp(l))z>KA « (Sp(m)xU(l))ZD Sp(m)
loc. loc.
From this, Iso°(Stt,g4) must be isomorphic to one of the groups K3y KA and
U(2m). In any case, g4 and £5 fulfill the condition (A). They are homotheti-
cally inequivalent by Table 1 and Lemma 2.2. The same assertions are valid
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for the pairs (g
s
,g4) and (g39g5) by the possibilities of Iso°(Snyg4) and Iso°(Sn,g5).
Table 2 shows that VWl+Wmmml is contained in E2m for gι,g2. On the other hand,
this space splits into two subspaces contained in different eigenspaces for g5.
(We have £/(2m)-module VWι+Wm^1=Sp(mymodule V2Wi®Sp (m)-module VW2, see
(i), (ii).) Hence, we see that g5 is not homothetically equivalent to gx or g2.
From the inclusion relations listed above, Iso°(Sn,g2) must be isomorphic to
SU(2m) or U(2m). If g2 and g4 are mutually homothetically equivalent, their
isometry groups must be isomorphic to U(2m). But then, we see easily that
gA and g2 fulfill the condition (A). From Tables 1-2, they must be mutually
homothetically inequivalent. g1 and g3 are not mutually homothetically equi-
valent, since their isometry groups are not isomorphic to each other. The
same assertion is valid for g2 and g3, since their isometry groups cannot be iso-
morphic to each other by the inclusion relations listed above.
Thus, we have proved (1) and (2). Table 3 implies (3). Tables 4-5 toge-
ther with Lemma 1.1 show (4).
Case Pn(C) (n = 2 m - l ) .
Sp(m) acts transitively on the projective space Pn(C) of H? (cf. (i)). The
eigenspace E corresponding to the non-zero first eigenvalue of the Laplacian of
the Fubini-Study space Ptt(C) is isomorphic to VWl+W2m ^SUζn+ΐ)) (see [3] or
[13]).
As we have seen in case (i) of Sn, we know
2 w i W 2 as
We get easily
(4m+4)B(a1} ajβ on V2ίΰi(Sp(m)) c C~{P\C)),
Thus, we see by Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.1 that any 5/>(m)-mormal homogeneous
metric on Pn(C) is not homothetically equivalent to the Fubini-Study metric.
Case SU(2n)/Sρ(n).
The Satake diagram of the symmetric space M=SU{2n)jSp{n) is given as
follows:
• ° o . (see [1]).
We can read from the diagram that VW2(SU(2ή)) is a spherical representation
of SU(2ή) on M (see [13]). Hence, it is a subspace of a certain eigenspace of
the Laplacian of the symmetric metric. The subgroup S(U(1)X U(2n—1)) of
SU(2n) acts transitively on M. Put K=S(U(1) X U(2n— 1)). Let w0, tol9—,wt
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(lz=z2n—2) be the fundamental weights of K so that
(1) w0 is the fundamental weight of the center of K,
(2) «>!,—,«>/ are the fundamental weights of the maximal connected semi-
simple subgroup SU{2n~\) of Ky
(3) C2n=VW0+Wl(K)®VW0(K) as ^-modules.
Let al9 •••, aι be the simple system of roots of K. Every AdK-invaήant inner
product ΰ on I is invariant under any automorphism of ϊ. Normalizing B9
we can assume B(alfa1)=2 and B(wo> wo)=t (ί>0). We have
= V2ao+K2(K)®V2ao+Wi(K) as Z-modules.
The SU(2n— l)-irreducible decomposition of Λ2C2" is obtained from the above
one by setting zo
o
=O formally. We get
o n
on V3wβ+Wl{K)<zCr(M),(K=S(U(l)χU(2n-l))),
on
o n
 V
a
ίK)<zC~(M), (K=SU(2n-ί)).
A(K, B) =
Thus, we get (6) by Remark 2.1 and Lemma 2.2.
Case M=S0(2n)IU(ή).
The Satake diagram of the symmetric space M is given as follows:
• o (see [1]).
a
λ
 a2
From the diagram, we see that the SO(2#)-irreducible representation VW2(SO(2n))
= A2R2tt®C is a spherical representation of SO(2n) on M. The subgroup
S0(2n—1) acts on M transitively. By the decomposition
as S0(2n— l)-modules,
we have
A2R2n®C = A2R2n~ι®C®R2n~ι®C as S0(2n— l)-modules.
Then, we get easily
, (2n-\)B(aly ax)β on Vw(SO(2n~ί))czCA(SO(2n-l)yB)= ] K ^ V ^ lV V "
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We see (7) by the same reason as before.
Case Q\C) = 5O(7)/5O(2) X 50(5).
The Satake diagram of the symmetric space M is given as follows:
° o=^= (see [1]).
a
x
 a2 a3
From this diagram, we see that the 5O(2#)-irreducible module Λ2JR7®C is a
spherical representation of £0(7) on Q5(C). The inclusion map of G2 into
50(7) is given as in case (v) of Sn. The G2-irreducible decomposition of
Λ
2i?7®Ccan be given as follows: From the formula of Weyl, we have
dim VWi(G2) = 7 , dim VW2{G2) = 14 and dim Vw> 14
for the other w (α φO). Since the G2-action on M is transitive, A2R7®C con-
tains no G2-trivial submodule. We see
A2R7®C= VWi(G2)®VW2(G2) as G2-modules,
since dimA2R7®C =2\. We get easily
I 6B(a1>aι) on Vaι(G2)cC~(M),
2>
 ( 12B(a1>ai) on Va2(G2)czC(°°M).
Therefore, we get (8) by the same reason as before.
Case M = SO(8)jSO(3) X SO(5).
The Satake diagram of the symmtric space M is given as follows:
(see[l])
a2
The 5O(8)-module Λ3/28®C is an irreducible module with the highest weight
w3+w4 of dimension 56, and hence a spherical representation of 50(8) on M.
The inclusion map of Spin (7) into 5O(8) is given as in case (iv) of 5 n . The
Sρin(7)-irreducible decomposition of A3RS®C is given as follows: The wieghts
of Spin(7)-irreducible module R8®C are —(±S1±S2±S3) (cf. [4]). Hence, the
Spin(7)-module A3R8®C contains an irreducible Sρin(7)-submodule with the
highest weight —£χH £2H €3=w1-\-w3 of dimension 48. From the formula
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of Weyl, we see that FW3(Sρin(7)) is the only irreducible Sρin(7)-module
of dimension 8. Hence, we get the decomposition
A3R*®C = VWi+W3(Spm 7))ΘFtt,3(Spin (7)), as Spin (7)-modules.
We get easily
— B(al9 βx) on
Δ(Spin(7),B) =
ψB{a
ι>aι) on FW3(Spin (7))CC"(M).
Therefore, we have (9) by the same reason as before.
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